Motivations two fundamental aspects: formation (internal formation shape) maneuver (overall team behavior)
-formation-maneuver decoupling to avoid crosstalk between them (e.g. grasping wiggling as the team accelerates, vice versa)
-separate and individual control of formation and maneuver aspects (e.g. low-level grasping control/high-level maneuver command) with certain decomposibility condition, it decomposes multiple second-order Lagrangian nonholonomic systems into: 1) locked system (maneuver aspect); 2) shape system (formation aspect) 3) inertia-induced coupling: cancelable → formation-maneuver decoupling -locked/shape systems individually inherit Lagrangian-structure (& passivity); can be controlled separately/simultaneously → fixture-less grasping! -fixture-less grasping of an object w/ substantial inertia/flexibility producing perturbation force particularly w/ switching ν d L (t) -rigid formation keeping still achieved due to formationmaneuver decoupling and perturbation ff-cancellation
